
EXPERIENTIAL 

IMMERSION



3D MODEL MAPPED WITH VIDEO 

This patcher utilized to create the illusion of 3D objects in my unity Environment, the 3D objects are 

mapped with video  

GRIDSHAPE PATCHER 
This patcher was used to create video mapped cubes you will see spinning in Unity environment 

CHROMAKEY PATCHER 
This patcher was used token out background content and replace new content as a result.  This was used 

on the cube based city skylines with abstract dancers.



TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
This project has been a deep dive into creation of content for use 
in an interactive and immersive environment.  Much of the 
content was first created in MAX Msp in order to map video onto 
unusual shapes. through the 3d model patcher  Some of the 
video was created through images on a few websites I created.  
When I created the video of my perusing the websites, I then 
placed it into my grid shape patcher and created a spinning cube 
with multiple layers of video and audio content.  I also created  
and produced come of this content in a television studio.  
Following my shoot in the TV studio, I then placed my video 
content into the Chromakey patcher and rendered dancers with 
an environmental background dancing on a skyline with a wolf 
howling.   
Through out the course of this project, I created audio to be 
played with my video.  When diving into Unity to build 
interactivity for the user, I had to create a separate audio file and 
trigger zone with a 3D object in order to interact with sound by 
traveling through the environment.   
This project is built in MAX Msp and Unity.  With Unity, I 
uploaded all of my video files into a 3D environment I created 
with singing mushrooms, dancers, mountains, tress, grass, 
flowers, spinning and glowing cubes, and purring cats at the 
gates of the entryway.  Within the Unity environment, I wrote 
C#script to program the interactive sound component for the 
user.   The project is exported to Oculus Quest for interactivity 
for the user to walk through the 3D environment I created and 
enjoy the sounds, the feeling and lush sensory experience.   

Software:  Final Cut Pro, Max MSG, Unity, HTML, Java 
Hardware:  Mac Computer, Oculus Quest 
Additional Equipment:  TV Studio  


